ABSTRACT Software faults can cause trivial annoyance to catastrophic failures. Recent work in software fault prediction (SFP) advocates the need for predicting faults before deployment to aid testing process. Object-oriented programming is complex while comparing it with procedural languages having multiple dimensions wherein inheritance is an important aspect. In this paper, we aim to investigate how much inheritance metrics assist in predicting software fault proneness. We first select the Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics, most accepted metric suite for predicting software faults and inheritance metrics. We use 65 publicly available base datasets having CK metrics and some other inheritance metrics to evaluate the impact of inheritance on SFP. We split each dataset into further two datasets: inheritance with CK and CK without inheritance for comparison of results. An artificial neural network (ANN) is used for model building, and accuracy, recall, precision, F1 measures, and true negative rate (TNR) are used for measuring performance. Comparison is made and the results show an acceptable contribution of inheritance metrics in SFP. The testing community can safely use inheritance metrics in predicting software faults. Moreover, high inheritance is not desirable, as this can potentially lead to software faults.
I. INTRODUCTION
A bug in a software program is a failure or fault that prevents the program from running as intended, for example, generating an incorrect result. A software fault is a defect that causes a software failure at runtime. A strategy is needed to predict faults earlier, as it helps to reduce faults and improve the quality of software. The essential part of software development is to ensure that developed software has enhanced quality. It is a well-proven fact that the sooner a fault is detected, the sooner it is resolved, the lesser it costs [1] .
The cost of business software worldwide was $ 3.8 billion in 2014 [2] which includes 23% of quality assurance and testing [3] . These results demonstrate the importance of software testing in the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Modern software is usually large and complex which makes it extremely fault-prone. Ultimately the aim of software engineers is to launch high-quality software without faults. Unfortunately, faults are unavoidable therefore certain mechanisms are required to locate and correct them from software.
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Early detection of faults can save time, cost and reduce software complexity as it is proportional to testing. In order to locate all residual faults, thorough testing is required. Exhaustive testing is impossible [4] , [5] . So this is the reason testing sometimes exceeds 50% of total development cost [6] . This number could go up to 75% according to the IBM report [7] .Testing of object oriented programs is vital and unavoidable to deliver fault free software. Thoroughly testing all the classes of programs with limited resources is a challenging job, relatively it would be better to locate and test the fault prone classes more thoroughly to aid testing process.
Experimental studies show that most techniques cover less than 40% for statement coverage [8] . The testing criteria are quite expensive for coverage such as Decision Coverage, Branch Coverage, Condition Coverage etc. Since these techniques require knowledge about internal program structure along with the generation of test case to follow a particular path. Machine learning instead requires neither of such requirements and aid the testing process by locating fault prone classes to reduce testing efforts. The faults are not dispersed evenly. Some classes are faultier than others and are grouped into clusters [9] . Research reveals that faults are confined to 42 .04% of total software in a project [10] , while Ostrand et al. concludes that there are faults in only 20% of the total components of the software project [11] . This makes the effective prediction of faulty classes an essential measure of modern software. Since, after deployment, troubleshooting is many times more expensive than the repair during the process of software development [12] . In addition, the late prediction of the faults propagates into the subsequent stages of development and complicates the entire prediction process. Likewise, the prediction in the early stages is a challenge due to the nonexistence of faulty data in these stages [13] .
The presence of faults considerably affects software reliability, quality, and maintenance cost. The ratio of faults is: 15-50 per thousand lines of code (KLoC) for an industrial project, 10-20 for KLoC for the Microsoft application [14] and 63000 errors in its 35MLoC for Windows 2000 [15] registered. Residual faults can lead to failure since several flaws were recently observed [16] - [18] .
The internal metrics are measured through the source code whereas external metrics are measured by the behavior or functionalities of the software [3] . Generally both metrics are utilized for software quality measures to mark the level of software reliability. Changes in the main attributes of different entities may show design problems or a decrease in quality and reliability. This is helpful to recognize classes during the development process which are most expected to be faulty. The present literature on fault prediction indicates inadequate ability to attain a less expensive measurement process [19] .
In software engineering, there are many prediction methods, including security prediction, test effort prediction, reusability prediction, cost prediction, fault prediction, effort prediction and quality prediction [20] . SFP is an emerging field of research that is used to locate faulty classes in the early stages of software development [21] - [23] using machine learning [20] , [24] . Numerous approaches use typical machine learning (ML) techniques, for instance Naive Bayes (NB) [25] , Support Vector Machines (SVM) [26] , Decision Trees [27] and Neural Networks [28] . These techniques have been used in SFP, utilizing measurement of metrics and faulty data from similar projects [24] , [29] , [30] or former versions to build fault prediction models. Assume that the metric can be used to construct a fault prediction model [31] - [35] to measure software inheritance, coupling, cohesion, complexity, and size.
Inheritance is a key feature of the object-oriented paradigm, and its metrics help to identify the complexity of classes based on SFP [36] . Abreu and Carapuça [37] stated that the greater the inheritance relation is, the greater number of methods a class is likely to inherit, making it more complex and therefore requiring more testing. Inheritance helps reuse and other factors like complexity, testability etc. [38] . It must be within limits to aid complications. Many inheritance metrics have been proposed to detect the fault propensity and quality of software systems. The inheritance metric describes the inheritance tree of the software system, the hierarchy of the class and the relationship between the superclass and its subclasses. In addition to generalization and specialization, it provides code reusability. It should be used with proper range so that the software system does not become complex [38] . This paper exclusively validates the impact of inheritance on software fault prediction. The paper contributes in cataloging the numerous inheritance metrics defined so far in literature. In addition, explore publicly available datasets having CK with Inheritance metrics. Finally, experimental validation of inheritance metrics' impact on SFP on as many as 65 different publicly available datasets
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the theoretical background of Software inheritance, SFP and datasets. In section III, literature review is presented. Section IV elaborates methodology used in our research followed by Section V which gives an experimental evaluation of inheritance metrics including comparisons. Section VI, threats to validity and finally conclusion and future directions of the research are given in Section VII.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND A. SOFTWARE INHERITANCE
The software metrics are the basis to measure the complexity, quality of software and estimate cost along with efforts of projects. Traditional metrics such as function point and cyclomatic complexity have been employed in the procedure paradigm. But, these are not simply used in object-oriented paradigm [39] , [40] . Object Oriented programming is complex while comparing it with procedural languages [41] . Most studies stated difficulty in switching to the object-oriented paradigm from the procedural approach [42] . In Objectoriented Programming, it is difficult to understand how features, for example abstraction, inheritance and encapsulation relate to each other [43] .
It is essential to differentiate amongst the design principles of object-oriented approach and design principles of functionally oriented approach. To elucidate several characteristics of object orientation and to allow for better quality management and administration [32] , [40] , [44] - [46] . Pressman [47] points out five situations where object-oriented metrics can configure.
1) Location:
It is related to the information trend when it is centralized. 2) Encapsulation: means that the objects contain their data and attributes. 3) Information hiding: means to conceal the features of the object containing data and attributes. 4) Inheritance: permits the option to deriving a new class and allowing it the attributes of one class or more partially or fully. 5) Object abstraction : technique permits the designer to concentrate only on the basic and necessary details of certain parts of the program.
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In object-oriented paradigm, inheritance facilitates new objects to make use of the properties of existing objects. A superclass or base class is used as the basis for inheritance and a subclass or derived class that inherits from a superclass. The main class and the secondary class term, can also be used as superclass and subclass. The secondary class can have its own properties and methods, in addition to inheriting visible properties and methods of its main class. The inheritance provides: 1) Reusability:-Reusability is a form based on inheritance to use public methods of the main class without having to rewrite the same code in the class. 2) Extensibility:-Expand the parent class logic according to the business logic of the underlying class. 3) Data hiding: -The data storage facility is provided by inheritance. If the parent class declares the data as private, the subclass cannot use or change it. 4) Overriding:-Child class can override the parent class methods so that a meaningful implementation of the parent class method can be designed in the child class. 5) Maintainability:-It is easy to go through the code when the program is divided into parts. In object-oriented paradigm, inheritance base is an IS-A relationship that expresses ''X is a Y-type''. Orange is a fruit; car is a vehicle, etc. The legacy is one way, ''house is a building'', but ''building is not a house''. The legacy has two other complementary functions: 1) Specialization: expanding the functionality of an existing class is called specialization. 2) Generalization: the sharing of similarities between two or more classes is called generalization [48] . In the literature, inheritance is of different types which are briefly explained in the following lines: 1) Single inheritance: In a single inheritance, subclasses inherit only from a parent class. 2) Multiple inheritance: In multiple inheritance, a subclass extends or inherits from several primary classes. The problem with multiple inheritance is that subclasses must manage dependencies in two or more primary classes. 3) Multi-level inheritance: In object-oriented technology, multilevel inheritance refers to a mechanism in which a class inherits from a derived class, which makes the derived class the main class of the new class. 4) Hierarchical Inheritance: In the hierarchical inheritance, the main class is inherited by many secondary classes. 5) Hybrid inheritance: the combination of multiple inheritance and multilevel inheritance is called hybrid inheritance. Subclasses are derived from two classes, as in multiple inheritances. However, the parent class is not a base class, but these derived classes.
B. INHERITANCE METRICS AND THEIR USAGE
Inheritance is a characteristic that supports class-level design. It captures IS-A relationships between classes because class design is a fundamental part of system development [49] . Employment of inheritance decreases costs of software maintenance and testing [32] . Likewise, reuse of software through inheritance will produce software that is easier to maintain, understandable and reliable [50] . Harrison et al. performed an experimental study which shows that lack of inheritance is easier to understand or maintain as compare to systems with inheritance [50] . However, Daley's experiment indicated that systems employing tertiary inheritance are easier to modify than systems without inheritance [51] . Inheritance metrics measure many aspects of inheritance, including depth and breadth in a hierarchy and predominant complexity [52] . Rajnish and Bhattacherjee also conducted research on class inheritance metrics as in [53] - [58] . However, it is an established fact that deeper the hierarchy of inheritance, reuse of the classes is better, but it is difficult to maintain the system. Designers try to maintain shallow inheritance hierarchies, discarding reuse through inheritance for ease of understanding [32] . That is why it is important to measure complexity of inheritance hierarchy in order to resolve the differences between depth and shallowness.
Several inheritance metrics have been proposed in the literature which are included in Table 1 . In this paper, we exclusively take these metrics in context of fault prediction.
C. SOFTWARE FAULT PREDICTION
Object-oriented metrics have been empirically validated to predict design flaws. Large and complex software systems are usually faulty [11] . It is difficult to keep them away from faults or to decrease risk of faults in upcoming version. According to [75] , focus of verification and verification activities is to classify and remove high-risk problems in software. In order to avoid or squeeze faults, quality control models for example fault-prone models can be used for prediction of classes likely to be faulty. In order to attain these objectives, several researchers studied faults in software and constructed fault-proneness models base, on the event of failure [10] , [34] , [47] , [76] , [77] . Software prediction models are constructed using a variety of machine learning methods, such as Genetic Programming [78] , Decision Trees [79] , Neural Networks [80] , Naive Bayes (NB) [21] , Case-Based Reasoning [81] , and Blurring Logic [82] .
Software metrics make it easy for developers to audit and monitor the quality of software design as the project progresses. In addition, predicting the probability of defective classes is needed to help the software engineers during development to enhance the quality of software and reduce testing and maintenance costs. For example, in order to increase the productivity of software testing, software evaluators can plan tests based on the parts most prone to faults. Software metrics and fault data for an earlier software version are utilized to make an SFP model for the next software version [83] . When a software has faults, it leades to a disaster because it has a significant human dependency on it. Therefore, there is an emerging requirement for software without faults. Software Companies are expanding to discover faults in software. Producing software without faults is a challenging job. To lower costs and improve software usefulness, it is vital to classify classes which are faulty. Many software metrics are proposed by the researchers to gauge the software quality. In object-oriented paradigm, metrics are beneficial for software engineers to make additional information associated with software quality available. Quality of software can also be monitored through metrics, while software evaluators use metrics to increase the effectiveness of testing [84] .
D. FAULT PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
The prediction of software faults is the subject of several studies. Many techniques have been proposed for predicting a software fault, including Statistical and Machine Learning methods. These are described as:
1) STATISTICAL METHODS
Statistical methods are used to find a clear mathematical formula that absolutely identifies how classification should be performed. Kapila and Singh [85] used two statistical approaches to carry out his study: Logistic Regression and Univariate Binary Logistic Regression (UBR) which are useful for analysis of data with binary variables. In Bayesian inference [85] , the design of the model relates the metrics with the content of software faults and the tendency of faults. The regression analysis is extensively utilized for prediction VOLUME 7, 2019 of bad smell in the code and linear regression in a case where only two classes of the dependent variable exist.
2) MACHINE LEARNING
Machine Learning deals with the design, development of techniques and algorithms which pull out patterns and rules from vast datasets. Neural Networks have already been employed in software to construct reliability growth models to predict overall change or reuse metrics. A Neural Network is trained to repeat a specified set of precise classification examples, instead of producing formulas or rules. According to Mahajan et al. [86] stated methods of machine learning are better to discover faults in the software since all the effort is done by a machine.
The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is utilized to control faulty classes and the Radial Base functions are used to classify the faults according to the different categories of faults [87] . Xing et al. defines the significance of the model of Support Vector Machine (SVM). The SVM model can be used for small amount of data. SVM delivers greater Accuracy as compare to other techniques for predicting quality of software, but the performance of SVM is low in public datasets [86] .
E. DATASETS IN SFP
Many datasets are being used in SFP. They can be divided into categories of public, private, partial and unknown datasets [19] . Since 2005, the use of public datasets has increased from 31% to 52% [24] . In fact, fault information for private projects is generally not available, and publicly available datasets have faulty information and are available for download. There are many fault libraries in tera-PROMISE repository [88] , and D'Ambros repository which is commonly used for faults [89] .
The tera-PROMISE repository provides many datasets for many projects. It has an earlier version [90] , the NASA dataset is a valuable asset in the PROMISE repository because it is a widely used fault prediction library, and 60% of the articles published from 1991 to 2013 use this library [91] . The PROMISE repository provides product and process metrics for nominal and digital class labels, which is useful for creating regression and classification models in the community.
The D'Ambros database contains datasets for five software systems, including Eclipse JDT Core, Eclipse PDE UI, Equinox, Framework, Lucene, and Mylyn.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, the focus is on the inheritance metrics, which can be useful in predicting faults. There is no systematic review of the literature. Instead of delving into how different inheritance metrics are useful in SFP.
A. INHERITANCE IN SFP
Object-oriented metrics are used to predict the quality of object-oriented software. The attributes that determine software quality include maintainability, fault tolerance, understandability, fault density, standardized rework rate, reusability, etc. Several studies were carried out, including the empirical verification of the object-oriented metrics in open source software for the prediction of faults using CBO, LOC, LCOM, NOC and DIT [10] , reuse analysis of objectoriented systems using metrics of inheritance, coupling and cohesion [92] , heuristic review of CK metrics [93] , reusable metrics for object-oriented design [94] and empirical analysis of CK metrics for object-oriented design complexity [95] .
The CK metric suite is the most used set of metrics for object-oriented software. Chidamber et al. developed and implemented a new set of software statistics for objectoriented systems [32] . Briand et al. [76] investigated the collection of object-oriented design statistics introduced by Basili et al. [34] . R. Subramanyam validated the WMC, CBO and DIT statistics as predictors of class error counts [95] .
Many empirical evaluations of classification algorithms for predicting errors are performed by investigations [96] . Findings by Basili et al. revealed that different CK metrics are related to fault proneness [34] . Tang et al. analyzed CK metric suite and found none of the examined parameters significant except for RFC and WMC [97] . Briand et al have extracted 49 metrics to identify a suitable model for SFP. The results showed that all metrics except NOC were significant predictors of fault-proneness [76] . Briand and Wust found that the DIT metric related to fault proneness in an inverse manner and the NOC metric is a non-significant predictor of fault-proneness [98] . Yu et al chose eight metrics and they investigated the relationship between these metrics and error sensitivity. First, they examined the correlation between the metrics and found four strongly correlated subsets. Then they used univariate analysis to find out which statistics could detect errors [35] . Malhotra and Jain studied the relationship between object-oriented measurement data and fault proneness using the logistic regression method. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis was used and the performance of predicted models is thus evaluated on the basis of ROC [35] . Yeresime et al studied the application of linear regression, logistic regression and artificial neural network methods for prediction of software errors on CK metrics. Their results indicate the importance of weighted method per class (WMC) for fracture classification [99] .
The literature review reveals that the DIT and NOC metrics that address the inheritance aspect are used for SFP within the CK metrics. Therefore, it is considered essential to validate the usefulness of the inheritance metrics in the SFP context.
IV. METHODOLOGY
The aim of this experiment is to validate the impact of inheritance on SFP. From literature review it appeared that Chidamber and Kemerer metric suite (CK) are widely used in SFP, so we wanted to compare the results of CK metrics without Inheritance (CK −inheritance ) and Inheritance with CK (Inheritance +CK ). In this experiment, dataset Inheritance +CK consists of 6-10 metrics, having inheritance metrics {ic, mfa, noai, nomi, doc, fanin, fanout, ifanin} and CK metrics {wmc, cbo, rfc, lcom, dit, noc} depending on the availability in base datasets of Table 2 whereas CK −inheritance consist of 4 metrics {wmc, cbo, rfc, lcom}. The research method consists of four interrelated stages, as shown in Figure 1 , which includes the phases of selection, preprocessing, experimentation/evaluation and Comparison/Findings. The first stage includes the choice of CK metrics, inheritance metrics and evaluation metrics. The choice of CK and the inheritance metrics are based on two criteria, indicated as Criterion-1 and Criterion-2 in Figure 1 .
In the second preprocessing phase, other metrics in addition to the CK and inheritance are discarded. The CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK dataset are created, and then these datasets are kept consistent. Then, the datasets will be cleaned and filtered to eliminate the associated anomalies. The final form of the dataset is used for the experimental phase in which the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is constructed and cross-validation is performed on the datasets of CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK . This phase also includes the calculation of evaluation metrics; Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-score, and TNR score for CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK respectively. According to the evaluation metrics, a score is calculated for both dataset to determine the superior. In the last phase, comparisons are made and the results are taken to determine the impact of the inheritance metrics in the SFP context.
A. SELECTION PHASE
The first stage includes the choice of CK metrics, inheritance metrics and evaluation metrics. The choice of CK and inheritance metrics is based on two criteria, called Criterion-1 and Criterion-2 as below.
1) SELECTION OF CK METRICS AND INHERITANCE METRICS
The basic selection is to have a set of data that contains CK metrics in addition to inheritance metrics. With respect to the inheritance metrics discussed in section II, we only select those metrics that meet the following criteria.
2) CRITERION -1: DATASET MUST BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
This criterion is met because the fault information of the software projects is seriously less accessible. The reason is that fault information for large / business projects is accumulated in the software files that are propriety and in small projects, there is not enough fault information. As a result, tagged data is rarely available. The availability of the public dataset will allow the evaluation of the inheritance metrics in SFP. Finally, 65 base datasets with CK metrics and inheritance metrics were found [89] , [100] - [109] . The CK metrics consist of the class-weighted method (WMC), the Depth of the Inheritance Tree (dit), the Number of Children (noc), the Coupling Between Objects (cbo), Response For a Class (rfc), the Lack of Cohesion in the Methods (lcom).). In addition to the CK metrics, in this dataset there are 8 metrics of inheritance in general; which are the Inheritance Coupling (ic), Functional Abstraction Measure (mfa), Inherited Attribute Number (noai), Inherited Method Number (nomi), Dependent of the Son (doc), number of classes that are called class methods (fanIn), number of methods called per class (fanOut) and number of immediate base classes(ifanin)
Out of these 65 datasets, 60 are located on tera-PROMISE servers [88] and 5 datasets on D'Ambros servers [110] . Table 2 shows the description of these datasets where the 1st column shows the name of the base dataset with the version (if applicable). The details on the total instances, the percentage of fault and number of metrics are shown in columns 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In general, CK and eight different inheritance metrics are found in these datasets, where is marked if the metric data is present in the corresponding base dataset and × is marked in case the metric data is not available.
Unfortunately, the eight metrics along with the CK metrics could not be found together in a single dataset. However, together we can use CK metrics and {ifanin,dit, noai,noc,nomi} in one dataset, {noai, nomi} in one dataset, {ic} in two datasets, {fanin, fanout, noai, nomi} in 5 datasets, {ic, mfa} in 52 datasets and {doc, ic, fanin} in 4 datasets. Metrics tend to correlate when they address a similar aspect of programming, such as inheritance in our case. A high correlation (such as ≥ 0.7 OR ≤ −0.7) is a form of redundancy, which requires the redundant metric to be removed. The reason is that maintaining the redundant metric can be detrimental, cause confusion in the mining algorithm and uncover a low-quality pattern [111] . In addition, the benefits of discarding correlated metrics are much better than cost [112] . In the case of a lower correlation, even close to ≥ 0.7 OR ≤ −0.7, the abandonment of any metric would deprive the dataset of important exclusive information.
To examine, if the metrics show the second criterion, we perform the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and the Spearman correlation coefficient (p) for the pairs found in the publicly available datasets. We take two unfiltered dataset characteristics that are shown in Table 3 , where 27 pairs are found in the available datasets. When there are several datasets available against any pair, we combine them and calculate the value of r and p. Table 3 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient and the Spearman correlation coefficient of each pair and the value of r and p in the respective columns separated by a semicolumn. However, all relationships are positively correlated, but none is equal to ≥ 0.7 OR ≤ −0.7. Table 3 further shows that none of the pairs has non-linear correlation either. Finally, the ten metrics that include two of the CK metrics also meet the second criterion.
4) SELECTION OF EVALUATION METRICS
The machine learning models based on the classification are evaluated through their performance when classifying the unknown instances. A confusion matrix is a way of reflecting its performance, Catal enumerated numerous metrics, derived from the confusion matrix [35] . Malhotra and others also offer a general description of several evaluation measures used in SFP. According to their findings, TPR is the most commonly used evaluation measure in SFP, followed by Precision [24] . Consequently, we chose Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-score and TNR for the evaluation of the models used in this document.
In the SFP domain, the positive class is the faulty class. Then, if the classifier declares that any faulty instance is faulty, the classification is truly positive. If the classifier declares that an instance is fault-free when in fact it is faulty, the classification is false negative. If the classifier declares any instance as faulty, when in fact it has no faults, then the classification is false positive. Finally, if the classifier declares that any instance is free of faults when in fact it has no faults, then the classification is true negative.
Accuracy indicates the proportion of the total number of correct predictions between the total number of correct and 85268 VOLUME 7, 2019 incorrect predictions. Precision represents the proportion of correctly ranked error-prone classes across the total number of classified error-prone classes. Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted error-prone classes between all actual classes that are prone to errors. F1-score (also F-score or F-measure) is a measure of the Accuracy of a test. It concerns both the Precision and the Recall of the test. The F1-score is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall, with an F1-score reaching the best value at 1 (perfect Precision and Recall) and the worst at 0.
B. PREPROCESSING PHASE 1) REMOVE NON-CK AND NON-INHERITANCE FEATURES
The selected dataset contains many non-CK and noninheritance metrics, including loc, ca and so on. As we aim to evaluate CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK metrics in the SFP, these non-CK and non-inheritance metrics are removed. This may affect the performance of SFP, but it may be possible to summarize the impact of inheritance metrics on SFPs.
2) UNIFORMITY OF LABELS
All metrics have continuous values in the corresponding dataset, and inconsistencies can be found in the class tag (BUG), which is solved by the following rules.
Among them, FALSE is used for fault-free, TRUE is used for faulty instance.
3) SPLITTING/MERGING
Since our objective is to quantify the impact of the chosen inheritance metrics, we divided each dataset into further two datasets as CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK of these 65 base datasets (after discarding the non-CK and non-inheritance metrics). The CK −inheritance consists of 4 metrics by excluding the DIT and NOC metrics from the set of CK metrics, since these are inheritance metrics. The Inheritance +CK consists of 6 metrics of CK with other available inheritance metrics. As a result, this dataset consists of 6-10 metrics established according to the availability of the inheritance metrics in the dataset. Finally, table 4 is divided into two equal parts to show the statistics of two datasets that are formed by dividing a base dataset that mentions the name of the dataset in the first column. Followed by the number of features in which the CK −inheritance has 4 features and Inheritance +CK has between 6 and 10 features. The cumulative numbers of instances in these 65 base datasets are 70,101.
4) CLEANING
In this phase, the redundant instances were removed from the CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK datasets because they are useless and, at times, confusing for the model. Consequently, 39,352 of 70,101 instances in the CK −inheritance partition and 32,733 instances in the Inheritance +CK partition are redundant against these 65 base datasets, which are deleted accordingly. After that, inconsistent instances are also removed. The inconsistency in the instances is an anomaly of the dataset [63] , where the instances have the same values for all the metrics but have different class labels. In our case, there are 7,357 inconsistent instances in the CK −inheritance and 9,085 in the Inheritance +CK dataset (after deleting the redundant instances). These non-inheritance and non-CK metrics segregated the instances with each other, and when discarded, these segregated instances become inconsistent. After removing redundant and inconsistent instances, 17,017 instances remain in 65 datasets of CK −inheritance dataset and 23,146 instances remain in Inheritance +CK dataset. VOLUME 7, 2019
5) FILTRATION
In this phase, two filters are used; Number of instances ≥100 and skewness ≤ 9: 1. The first filter is used so that a tenfold cross-validation would be possible without replacement, which is usually the case with model validation. This filter deletes 25 datasets from CK −inheritance and 28 datasets in Inheritance +CK .
6) SKEWNESS ≤ 9:1
Skewness indicates that a fault or no-fault instance should constitute ≥10% and ≤90% of the dataset. This filter is used because if there are only 100 instances in the worst case, there should be at least one instance from both classes if there is no hierarchical 10-fold cross validation that is replaced. Further, this filter deletes 6 each dataset from CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK respectably. Finally, after cleaning and filtering, datasets were trimmed to only 34 in CK −inheritance and 31 in Inheritance +CK (shown in the last row of third and eight columns of Table 4 ).
In addition, one dataset jedit-4.2-4.3 was dropped while making one to one mapping between CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK datasets. So finally 30 datasets each remained for the experiment.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) DATASET
30 filtered datasets each for CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK , as shown in Table 4 .
2) TOOLS R 3.4.3 Language [53] in R Studio 1.1.383 [54] .
3) SPLIT-TECHNOLOGY VERIFICATION
Ten-fold stratified cross-validation without replacement.
4) CLASSIFIERS
ANN is used for classification. Unlike Naive Bayes and tree-based algorithms, neither of these algorithms requires discretization of the dataset. In addition, they can even handle a single feature, which exists in two datasets. ANN is most effective technique, used for classification task which is performed on object-oriented metrics [113] . The latest trend in software defect prediction is the use of ANN [4] , [114] . Secondly the selection of technique for modeling is made while keeping in view the statistical description of the training dataset. It's the dataset that leads us to ANN and in turn we conclude results.
30 filtered-clean datasets shown in table 4 are used for building and validating ANN. Model building of ANN is done using nnet 7.3-12 package of R 3.4.3 language [115] . Stratified splitting without replacement is done for ten-fold cross-validation.
The input to ANN, datasets are normalized using the minmax algorithm. Min-max scaling is used to make the data aligned to the bounds of activation function which is sigmoid in our case. Detail design of ANN implementation is shown in Algorithm 1. ANN is set to have only one hidden layer. A loop changes the number of units for that single layer, from zero to 100 in each fold. For every iteration, a model is built and least error carrier model out of the 100 models has been selected for that fold. Accuracy Precision, Recall, F1-score and TNR are saved for CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK datasets. Accumulative results of 30 datasets are shown in Table 5 .
B. COMPARISION AND FINDINGS
The main objective of this work is to experimentally validate inheritance metrics' impact in SFP, while the secondary objective is to obtain the best results of the machine learning algorithms. This is exactly how datasets are filtered and experiments are designed. Table 5 shows the results of the experiments where Accuracy, Recall, F1-score, and TNR are calculated for 30 datasets each for CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK . Figure 2 -6 graphically compares the performance differences of ANN in CK −inheritance and Inheritance +CK through evaluation metrics that show that Inheritance +CK has superior results. Figure 7 reflects the absence of outliers in the results across the datasets. It can therefore be safely stated that In order to further validate the impact of inheritance in SFP, the following comparisons are taken between these two datasets. It is validated that Inheritance +CK has better results of the sum, median and average for all evaluation metrics whereas standard deviation is better for CK −Inheritance .
1) OVERALL COMPARISON
2) ONE-ONE COMPARISON
Experimental results of evaluation metrics including Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-score, and TNR are shown in Out of total 30 datasets, Inheritance +CK datasets has superior results as one-one comparison with CK −inheritance for all evaluation metrics. The graphical representation is shown in Figure 8 .
3) CK METRICS COMPARISON
Most of the times CK metrics set is considered a better performer in SFP. In order to validate that adding inheritance metrics in CK metrics set will enhance the results of fault prediction. So average is calculated on the results of experiment shown in table 5 by grouping the datasets having {CK} metrics. Then adding two inheritance metrics {ic, mfa} into CK (8 metrics set). Followed by three inheritance metrics {nomi, noai, ifanin} (9 metrics set)and finally four inheritance metrics {fanin, fanout, nomi, noai}. THE Results are summarized in Table 7 and graphically represented in Figure 9 . The findings are:
(a) The accuracy shows that CK metrics average results is 69.3 and after adding two inheritance metrics the result enhanced to 75.3. Subsequently after adding three inheritance metrics the result enhanced to 82.6 and finally 91.3 after adding four metrics. It clearly validated that adding inheritance metrics into CK metrics will increase the results gradually. (b) Similarly TNR shows that CK average results is 68.8 and after adding two inheritance metrics the result enhanced to 79.1. Subsequently after adding three inheritance metrics the result enhanced to 82.2 and finally 96.3 after adding four metrics. It clearly validated that adding inheritance metrics into CK metrics will increase the results gradually
VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY
This study depends on datasets extracted from NASA and tera-PROMISE repositories and there is not enough informa- tion available about the faults whether these belongs to any particular family of software faults. In this study, the fault does not specify any particular family of software fault. Hence the predictive ability may not be generalized to all families of software faults. Similarly, the selected datasets cover few software product with varying in design, team, scope etc. Occurrence of fault may not be the consequence of inheritance alone. Finally Selected inheritance metrics do not address all the dimensions associated with the inheritance in software product. Hence the generalization of selected inheritance metrics may not be result of all the dimensions of inheritance.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the impact of inheritance metrics on SFP is validated. The validation is performed through experiments on 65 publicly available datasets. The predictive capability of CK metrics is accepted in the testing community, which prevails in our experiments also. However, exclusion of inheritance metrics from CK suite can significantly degrade the predictive capability of the suite. Moreover, adding more inheritance metrics to the CK suite significantly upgrades the predictive capability. This advocates the viability of the inheritance metrics in combination with CK measures in software fault prediction.
This work implies that testing community can safely use inheritance metrics to predict software faults. Moreover, the higher the figures of inheritance metrics indicate the induction of faults. This directs the software developers/designers to keep the inheritance metrics minimum. As regards future work, we expect some researchers would redo our experiment and also try to evaluate inheritance metrics other than the ones we used. Apart from that, regressionbased machine learning techniques to predict faults using inheritance metrics would be interesting work to do.
